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We present details about our two-level LLM prompts to

obtain high-quality paraphrases for region-centric phrases,

provide examples of such extracted paraphrases, conduct

additional evaluations on in-the-wild captions on CC3M,

justify our selection of ALBEF as our base model, evalu-

ate in more detail the choice of object-centric captions, and

provide additional qualitative results.

A. LLM-Prompting Details

This section presents prompting details and generated ex-

amples of our proposed two-level self-consistency data aug-

mentation method (refer to Section 3.3 in the main text).

As shown in Figure 1, we classify textual annotations from

existing datasets into global-based captions that describe

the entire image, and region-based captions that describe

a specific region within the image. In our experiments,

we identify captions from Visual Genome (VG) [2] as

region-based captions, while captions from MS-COCO [6]

and Conceptual Captions 3M (CC3M) [8] are referred to as

global-based captions.
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Figure 1. An overview of our two-level self-consistency data aug-

mentation approach. For global-based captions, we use an LLM

to chunk object-centric phrases T with our first-level prompting.

The obtained phrases or region-based captions T are further in-

put to an LLM in the second-level prompting to obtain equivalent

paraphrases T e.

A.1. Prompt Design

We adopt an in-context learning [1] strategy in our LLM-

prompt design. Each pair of our prompts encompasses a

query text Q and an expected answer A. The query texts Q
were selected and modified based on generation quality and

successful rate on a small validation subset.

Figure 2. In-context few-shot LLM-Prompt for our first-level self-

consistency data augmentation. We leverage an LLM for phrase

chunking to obtain object-centric captions from captions that de-

scribe images globally. [T ] is the query text. A in the last row is

followed by the output.

Phrase Chunking. To obtain object-centric phrases, we

prompt an LLM for global-based captions as shown in Fig-

ure 2. Compared to previous phrase chunking methods [9],

this LLM-prompt-based approach aligns more closely with

our objective. In conventional phrase chunking, the out-

put chunks include nouns, verbs, and prepositional phrases.

However, our SelfEQ method focuses on object-centric

phrases rather than verbs or prepositions. Additionally,

there are some abstract nouns such as “photo”, “image”

and “scene” that are commonly used in annotations but do

not benefit visual grounding. We select several captions

containing abstract nouns, verbs, and prepositions as our

query texts in our prompts to guide the LLM to generate the

chunks in a task-specific way.

Paraphrase Generation. Our second-level prompts aim

to generate paraphrased captions through substitute words

and for this purpose we use an in-context few-shot prompt

with an LLM. Figure 3 shows the specific prompt we use

for input region-based captions. As in-context examples,

we select four captions with different sentence structures or

where the primary object is playing different syntactic roles:

A complex noun phrase (set 1), an existential structure (set

3), a subject followed by a passive verb phrase (set 4), and

a noun phrase modified by a prepositional phrase (set 6).

We also add two short noun phrases (sets 2, 5) to represent

relevant captions. For the expected output A, we first detect

the primary object (i.e., the “group” field) in the query text,

then use WordNet synsets [7] to generate relationships (i.e.,

the “synonym”, “antonym”, “hypernym”, and “meronym”

fields) for the primary object. We further remove inaccurate



Q: "a smiling, holding something and standing man"
A: {"group": "man", 
    "synonym": ["adult male","gentleman"], 
    "antonym": ["woman"],
    "hypernym": ["adult","grownup","male","male person","human being","human"], 
    "meronym": ["man body","man head","man arms","man legs"]}
Q: "a desk" 
A: {"group": "desk", 
    "synonym": ["table","writing desk"], 
    "antonym": [], 
    "hypernym": ["writer tool","furniture"], 
    "meronym": ["desktop","desk leg"]}
Q: "there is dark grey carpet on the floor"
A: {"group": "carpet",
    "synonym": ["rug","carpeting"], 
    "antonym": ["wall"], 
    "hypernym": ["floor cover","floor covering","furnishing"],
    "meronym": ["carpet edging"]} 
Q: "street is covered with snow"
A: {"group": "street", 
    "synonym": [], 
    "antonym": ["sky"], 
    "hypernym": ["thoroughfare","road","path","way"], 
    "meronym": []} 
Q: "white books" 
A: {"group": "books", 
    "synonym": [], 
    "antonym": ["computer", "pen"], 
    "hypernym": ["publication","paper"], 
    "meronym": ["book cover"]} 
Q: "tree with sparse leaves"
A: {"group": "tree", 
    "synonym": [], 
    "antonym": [], 
    "hypernym": ["ligneous plant","woody plant","plant","vegetation"], 
    "meronym": ["tree bole","tree burl","tree crown","tree limb","tree stump",
    "tree branch","tree stump","tree trunk","treetop","tree trunk"]} 

Q: 
A:

Figure 3. In-context few-shot LLM-Prompt for our second-level

self-consistency data augmentation on Visual Genome (VG). We

leverage an LLM to generate paraphrases for the given textual de-

scriptions (region-based captions). [T ] is the regional-based cap-

tion, and A in the last row is followed by the expected output.

words as the final expected output A in our LLM-prompt.

Figure 4 shows our in-context few-shot LLM-prompt

for object-centric phrases obtained from our first-level data

augmentation. It is based on our LLM-prompt for region-

based captions (Figure 3), but we further chunk the query

texts into object-centric phrases for adaption and modify

them (e.g., articles, pronouns) empirically on a small val-

idation subset.

A.2. Generated Data Examples

This section presents generated examples from our two-

level self-consistency augmentation approach. We apply

paraphrase generation for VG and both phrase chunking and

paraphrase generation for MS-COCO and CC3M.

Visual Genome. Figure 5 shows generated example para-

phrases for VG. Since our LLM-prompt contains various

sentence structures in the provided in-context examples, the

generated data showcases the successful detection of pri-

mary objects (“group”) for a variety of input captions. To

ensure the quality of equivalent paraphrases, we allow the

LLM to leave blanks in relevant fields if no appropriate

words are available. In total, the LLM generates equiva-

lent paraphrases for 74.56% of captions for VG. The dif-

ferent types of equivalent paraphrases include general syn-

onyms (e.g., “bicycle”, “sofa”), formal or technical terms

Q: "two men"
A: {"group": "men", 
    "synonym": ["adult males","gentlemen"], 
    "antonym": ["women"],
    "hypernym": ["adults","grownups","males","male people","human beings","humans"], 
    "meronym": ["men bodies","men heads","men arms","men legs"]}
Q: "a desk" 
A: {"group": "desk", 
    "synonym": ["table","writing desk"], 
    "antonym": [], 
    "hypernym": ["writer tool","furniture"], 
    "meronym": ["desktop","desk leg"]} 
Q: "this dark grey carpet"
A: {"group": "carpet",
    "synonym": ["rug","carpeting"], 
    "antonym": ["wall"], 
    "hypernym": ["floor cover","floor covering","furnishing"],
    "meronym": ["carpet edging"]} 
Q: "street"
A: {"group": "street", 
    "synonym": [], 
    "antonym": ["sky"], 
    "hypernym": ["thoroughfare","road","path","way"], 
    "meronym": []} 
Q: "the white books" 
A: {"group": "books", 
    "synonym": [], 
    "antonym": ["computers", "pens"], 
    "hypernym": ["publications","paper"], 
    "meronym": ["book cover"]} 
Q: "tree with sparse leaves"
A: {"group": "tree", 
    "synonym": [], 
    "antonym": [], 
    "hypernym": ["ligneous plant","woody plant","plant","vegetation"], 
    "meronym": ["tree bole","tree burl","tree crown","tree limb","tree stump",
    "tree branch","tree stump","tree trunk","treetop","tree trunk"]} 

Q: 
A:

Figure 4. In-context few-shot LLM-Prompt for our second-level

self-consistency data augmentation on MS-COCO. We leverage

an LLM to generate paraphrases for the given textual descriptions

(object-centric phrases). [T ] is the object-centric phrase obtained

from the first-level phrase chunking. A in the last row is followed

by the expected output.

(e.g., “pedal cycle”), colloquial or regional variants (e.g.,

“pushbike”, “settee”) and descriptive synonyms (e.g., “scat-

tered trees”).

MS-COCO. Generated examples for MS-COCO are

shown in Figure 6. Captions in MS-COCO describe the en-

tire images, so we augment them with our two-level phrase

augmentation: Phrase chunking and equivalent paraphrase

generation. In the first level, we prompt an LLM to gen-

erate object-centric phrases A1. In this way, we separate a

broad descriptive region into several specific object-centric

regions in a scenario, aligning more closely with the objec-

tive of visual grounding. Additionally, it may fix small is-

sues with grammar and typos (e.g., “siting at there desks”),

potentially providing higher quality textual descriptions.

Similar to VG, the second level prompting leads to equiva-

lent paraphrases A2, including diverse types for 84.47% of

object-centric phrases.

CC3M. Figure 7 showcases generated data from two-

level self-consistency data augmentation for CC3M. Com-

pared to manually annotated data from VG and MS-COCO

(See Figures 5 and 6), web-crawled Alt-Text-image pairs

in CC3M are noisier and potentially unaligned. We apply

our first-level augmentation, phrase chunking A1, not only

for object-centric phrases, but also as a filtering strategy to

extract meaningful words from likely ambiguous sentences.



Figure 5. LLM generated examples for VG. Q represents the query text associated with the image. A corresponds to the output of our

second-level self-consistency data augmentation. “group” denotes the detected primary object, and it further generates relationships such

as “synonym,” “antonym,” “meronym,” and “hypernym” regarding with the identified “group.”



Figure 6. LLM generated examples for MS-COCO. Q represents the query text associated with the image. A1 is the object-centric phrase

obtained from the first-level self-consistency data augmentation, while A2 corresponds to the second level. For each object-centric phrase

in A1, LLM detects primary objects “group” and generates relevant relationships in A2.



Figure 7. LLM generated examples for CC3M. Q represents the query text associated with the image. A1 is the object-centric phrase

obtained from the first-level self-consistency data augmentation, while A2 corresponds to the second level. For each object-centric phrase

in A1, LLM detects primary objects “group” and generates relevant relationships in A2.



Objective Data
Selection

RefCOCO+ Flickr30k ReferIt
Test A Test B

Lvl - 69.35 53.77 79.38 59.72

Lvl ranked 68.51 52.23 78.61 59.48

Lvl random 69.40 52.83 79.76 60.78

LSelfEQ ranked 70.21 53.75 80.91 61.00

LSelfEQ random 71.59 54.19 81.53 63.04

Table 1. Visual Grounding results when training with a subset of

Conceptual Captions 3M (CC3M). The ranked subset corresponds

to a set of image-text pairs filtered using the image-text matching

score yielded by the base ALBEF. The random subset corresponds

to a randomly selected subset. Applying SelfEQ on a random but

relatively more noisy subset yields the best results.

The second-level augmentation further generates equivalent

paraphrases A2 for our SelfEQ tuning.

B. Effectiveness on Noisy Web-Crawled Data
We run additional experiments using two different subsets

of data from the CC3M dataset, each containing ∼200k
image-text pairs. The first subset, which we refer to as

ranked, corresponds to a set of high-quality image-text pairs

filtered using the image-text matching score yield by the

base ALBEF model. The second subset, which we refer to

as random, corresponds to a randomly selected set of arbi-

trary image-text pairs. We further generate paraphrases for

each text caption using our two-level LLM-based augmen-

tation and train our base model using the ALBEF baseline

losses and our SelfEQ approach. Table 1 shows the effec-

tiveness of our method with noisy web-crawled data.

C. Base Model Selection
We choose ALBEF [3] as our base model based on the off-

the-shelf visual grounding ability through GradCAM under

the pointing game setting as reported in the original work.

We further compare it with the off-the-shelf performance of

BLIP [4] and BLIP-2 [5] for reference. As shown in Table 2,

ALBEF outperforms other methods by a large margin on

visual grounding.

D. Object-Centric vs. Global-Based Captions
Table 3 shows the effect of different ways of chunking

global-based captions. In our main paper, we demonstrate

that shorter captions that are more object-specific lead to

better results. Here we provide an additional chunking strat-

egy that leads to captions that have a length between our

short object-centric phrases P and the original long captions

C, showing the benefits of gradually using shorter captions

that are more likely to be object-centric. Specifically, we

compare MS-COCO captions C and object-centric phrases

Method RefCOCO+ Flickr30k ReferIt
Test A Test B

BLIP [4] 61.23 41.07 60.56 45.81

BLIP-2 [5] 50.09 42.26 64.86 45.34

ALBEF [3] 69.35 53.77 79.38 59.72

Table 2. Pointing game accuracy comparisons with other pre-

trained vision-language models on off-the-shelf visual grounding

via GradCAM.

Q: "a group of sheep with in grassy area next to trees"
A: ["a group of sheep with in grassy area"]
Q: "a train is on going down the track while people watch"
A: ["a train is on going down the track"]
Q: "a laptop sitting on a wooden table with a cord plugged in"
A: ["a laptop sitting on a wooden table"]

Q: "a woman sitting on a bus with a green purse looking at her cell phone"
A: ["a woman sitting on a bus"]
Q: "a photo of a bus that is boarding passengers"
A: ["a photo of a bus"]

Q: "this is an image of a bathroom which is empty"
A: ["this is an image of a bathroom"]
Q: "an individual covers himself under an umbrella on a rainy day"
A: ["an individual covers himself under an umbrella"]
Q: "a city street scene with cars and a person crossing the street"
A: ["a person crossing the street"]

Q: 
A:

Figure 8. LLM-Prompt for an alternative first-level self-

consistency data augmentation (i.e., phrase chunking) strategy. In

contrast to object-centric phrases, the expected answer A further

includes simple compositions.

P with long phrases P ′ whose length is between global

captions and object-centric phrases. As shown in Figure 8,

long phrases P ′ shorten the captions C by removing com-

pound or descriptive sentences, while they still remain sim-

ple compositions compared to object-centric phrases P .

Rows 4 and 5 in Table 3 supplement experiments in Ta-

ble 4 in the main paper, demonstrating an increasing trend

when more object-centric (i.e., shorter). Notably, SelfEQ

improves all formats of input text (C, P ′, P ) compared to

the base model and the vision-and-language objective (Lvl).

D.1. Qualitative Results

Visual Grounding. Figure 9 presents more qualitative re-

sults for visual grounding than those shown in the main pa-

per. SelfEQ excels in localizing input textual descriptions

across a variety of challenging scenarios, including objects

with prepositions (rows 1 to 4), intricate background con-

text (row 5), numerical answers (row 6), distinguishing a

single descriptive object from multiple similar ones (rows

7 and 8), dealing with occluded objects (row 9), and han-

dling tiny objects (row 10). SelfEQ improves visual ground-

ing through self-consistency tuning without any bounding

boxes, while still achieving competitive performance com-



Text: “food”

Image ALBEF AMC Ours

Text: “21”

Image ALBEF AMC Ours

Text: “red half bus”

Image ALBEF AMC Ours

Text: “man”

Image ALBEF AMC Ours

Text: “skier wearing backpack”

Image ALBEF AMC Ours

Text: “dark corner on bottom right”

Image ALBEF AMC Ours

Text: “hill on the right middle”

Image ALBEF AMC Ours

Text: “tree above left truck”

Image ALBEF AMC Ours

Text: “ground bottom right”

Image ALBEF AMC Ours

Text: “wheel”

Image ALBEF AMC Ours

Figure 9. Qualitative comparisons on visual grounding. The refer-

ence text is on the top of each row. From left to right, it presents

the image, our base model ALBEF, SotA box-supervised method

AMC, and our method SelfEQ.

Text: “chair”

Equivalent Paraphrase: “seat”

Image

ALBEF AMC Ours

ALBEF AMC Ours

Text: “black bag on the right”

Equivalent Paraphrase: “black backpack on the right”

Image

ALBEF AMC Ours

ALBEF AMC Ours

Text: “cactus”

Equivalent Paraphrase: “there is an opuntia in the picture”

Image

ALBEF AMC Ours

ALBEF AMC Ours

Text: “flowing water”

Equivalent Paraphrase: “running aqua”

Image

ALBEF AMC Ours

ALBEF AMC Ours

Text: “biggest bottle on table”

Equivalent Paraphrase: “biggest container on coffee table”

Image

ALBEF AMC Ours

ALBEF AMC Ours

Text: “a group of people”

Equivalent Paraphrase: “mankind”

Image

ALBEF AMC Ours

ALBEF AMC Ours

Figure 10. Qualitative comparisons on self-consistency. For each

image, the first row is the reference text, and the second row is the

equivalent paraphrase. Each column presents our base model AL-

BEF, SotA box-supervised method AMC, and our method SelfEQ.



Format Objective Flickr30k ReferIt

- Lvl 79.38 59.72

C Lvl 79.90 60.64

C LSelfEQ 81.28 62.04

P ′ Lvl 80.42 60.83

P ′ LSelfEQ 82.09 62.12

P Lvl 81.18 61.18

P LSelfEQ 84.07 62.75

Table 3. Trade-off between object-centric and rich context. The

first row is the off-the-shelf base model performance. C is the cap-

tion, P is the object-centric phrase. P ′ is the long phrase, which

can be defined as a shortened caption or an object-centric phrase

with simple compositions.

pared to the state-of-the-art box-supervised method AMC.

Self-Consistency. Figure 10 shows more qualitative re-

sults, showcasing that our method generates more consis-

tent results for paraphrases. SelfEQ leads to consistent

results for various challenging scenarios such as handling

general synonyms (row 1), synonym substitution (row 2),

terminology and sentence extension (row 3), attributive and

head noun substitution (row 4), multiple synonym sub-

stitution (row 5), and phrase-to-word transformation (row

6). Although our self-consistency data augmentation con-

centrates on synonym substitution, SelfEQ shows robust

self-consistency in dealing with some non-trivial equivalent

paraphrases.

E. Limitations and Future Work
We demonstrate that generating paraphrases based on noun

substitutions leads to relatively reliable paraphrases. How-

ever, paraphrases generated in this way can be limited in

terms of their diversity and complexity. Although our work

shows encouraging results even for more complex forms of

paraphrases at test time, investigating more reliable ways

of generating visual paraphrases could lead to further gains.

In addition, consistency can be imposed based on relations

other than equivalence but also inclusion and exclusion re-

lations. Generating automatic phrases that describe objects

or regions with superordinate referring expressions or refer-

ring expressions that exclude content are possible paths for

future work.
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